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Infiltrative hepatocellular carcinoma with multiple lung metastasis completely cured using nivolumab: a case report
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The current Food and Drug Administration-approved systemic treatments for advanced
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) include multikinase inhibitors (tyrosine kinase inhibitor
[TKI]) and immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs). Among ICIs, nivolumab is used as secondline therapy for advanced HCC after sorafenib failure or patient intolerance. In this case, a
patient with infiltrative HCC and portal vein tumor thrombosis was treated with hepatic
arterial infusion chemotherapy (HAIC) and radiation therapy. New lung metastasis developed
after HAICs; thus, lenvatinib treatment was initiated. However, the disease progressed.
Thereafter, sorafenib treatment was initiated but he developed intolerance, with grade 3
sorafenib-related diarrhea. Subsequently, nivolumab was administered as rescue therapy. He
demonstrated a partial response to nivolumab after the third treatment and viable HCCs in
the lungs and liver completely disappeared after the 24th treatment. These findings suggest
that nivolumab could be used as an effective rescue therapy for advanced HCC progression
after TKI treatment. (J Liver Cancer 2021;21:169-176)
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INTRODUCTION

modification as it progresses.4 Subsequently, it exhibits intratumor heterogeneity, does not respond to specific molecular

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fourth most common cause of cancer-related mortalities worldwide. HCC

targeted therapy, and often exhibits poor prognosis, especially when accompanied by PVTT or extrahepatic metastases.

originates from various etiologies, such as hepatitis B virus

Various HCC guidelines recommend sorafenib and lenva-

(HBV), hepatitis C virus, and alcoholic and non-alcoholic

tinib as Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved

fatty liver, and usually develops from advanced chronic liver

multi-tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) for the first-line

disease or cirrhosis. HCC is often accompanied by the dete-

treatment of advanced HCC. Recently, immune checkpoint

rioration of hepatic function or portal vein tumor thrombo-

inhibitors (ICIs), which target programmed cell death 1 pro-

1-3

sis (PVTT). Moreover, HCC undergoes multi-step genetic

tein or programmed death-ligand 1 (PD-L1), have also been
used as a systemic treatment for advanced HCC following
the demonstration of their high efficacy and safety through
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ab, a monoclonal antibody against PD-1, was approved by

Based on the results of the CheckMate-040 trial, nivolum-
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the FDA in 2017 as a second-line therapy for patients with

according to the CARE guidelines (https://www.care-state-

advanced HCC that progressed even after sorafenib treat-

ment.org/).

ment or sorafenib intolerance. 5 CheckMate-040 was an
open-label multicenter clinical trial involving 154 patients
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with advanced HCC that progressed even after sorafenib
treatment or due to sorafenib intolerance. In this trial,

A 56-year-old male patient was referred from a local clinic

nivolumab treatment after sorafenib failure exhibited durable

to our hospital for suspected infiltrative HCC with PVTT oc-

response, prolonged overall survival, and manageable safety

cupying the entire sixth segment of his liver, as observed on

profile.

computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imag-

Here, we report a case of advanced HCC with PVTT and
multiple lung metastases, which demonstrated a complete

ing (MRI). He was also diagnosed with chronic hepatitis B
and liver cirrhosis for the first time.

response (CR) to nivolumab administered after the failure of

Liver MRI showed that approximately 10 cm of the hetero-

hepatic artery infusion chemotherapy (HAIC), and lenva-

geneous mass was partially enhanced, with most of the mass

tinib, and sorafenib treatments. This case report is described

exhibiting high signal intensity in the delayed arterial phase.
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Figure 1. Hepatocellular carcinoma at initial diagnosis in order of abdomen, chest computed tomography (CT) and liver magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). Abdominal CT showing a single mass (arrows) on segment 6 with enhancement in the arterial phase (A) and wash-out on the
delayed phase (B). Chest CT (C) showing no lung metastasis on initial diagnosis. Liver MRI showing a single mass (arrow) with an expansile tumor
thrombus partially extending from the right portal vein to the main portal vein in the delayed arterial phase (D) of T1-weighted images.
Transitional phase (E). T2-weighted image (F). Hepatobiliary phase (G). Diﬀusion-weighted image (b=800) (H).
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The mass started to exhibit a low signal intensity in the tran-

Based on the results of clinical studies reporting that he-

sitional phase, with a low signal in the hepatobiliary phase

patic artery injection chemotherapy combined with RT was

and a high signal in diffusion-weighted images. Additionally,

not inferior to sorafenib in patients with advanced HCC with

a right portal vein thrombus, which was partially expansile to

PVTT,5,6 HAIC combined with RT was performed as the

the main portal vein, was observed in the delayed arterial

first-line therapy. For HAIC, 5-FU 500 mg/m2 for 3 days and

phase (Fig. 1). The patient was staged as Modified Union for

cisplatin 60 mg/m2 for 1 day were used as a fixed dose and

International Cancer Control stage III, T3N0M0, and Barce-

administered twice at 4-week intervals. Radiation therapy

lona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) stage BCLC C.

was performed for the tumors in segment 6 and the PVTT.

In the initial lab tests, HBV DNA was not detected, the
α-fetoprotein (AFP) level was above 60,500 ng/mL, and the

The total dose of 3,900 cGy was administered 13 times at

protein level induced by vitamin K absence-II (PIVKA-II)

After 2 cycles of HAIC combined with RT, the portion of

level was 58,341 mAU/mL. The prothrombin time was 13.2

viable tumor exhibiting enhancement and the size of the

seconds, the albumin level was 4.1 g/dL, the total bilirubin

PVTT had decreased on liver dynamic CT. However, as mul-

level was 0.9 mg/dL, the alanine aminotransferase level was

tiple lung metastases and new primary HCC were identified

63 IU/L, and the aspartate aminotransferase level was 86 IU/L.

in segment 8, the patient was considered to have progressive

The patient did not have a history of hepatic encephalopathy

disease based on the modified Response Evaluation Criteria

or ascites. Therefore, his liver function was considered good,

in Solid Tumors (modified RECIST) for HCC (Fig. 2).

300 cGy each.

®

with a Child-Pugh score of 5, Class A. His performance sta-

Lenvatinib (Lenvima , 12 mg per day; Eisai Co., Ltd., To-

tus was also good, with an Eastern Cooperative Oncology

kyo, Japan) was administered for 3 months as the first-line

Group status score of 0.

systemic therapy. However, the follow-up liver dynamic CT
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Figure 2. A change in the portal vein tumor thrombus, newly developed hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and lung metastasis in liver dynamic
computed tomography after HAIC with radiation therapy (RT). (A, B) Shrinkage of viable tumor and portal vein tumor thrombus (red arrow) after
hepatic artery infusion chemotherapy (HAIC) with RT. (C, D) Multiple lung metastases (yellow arrow) after HAIC with RT. (E) New primary HCC
(yellow arrow) in segment 8 after HAIC with RT.
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showed increased arterial enhancement in a portion of the

pharmaceutical, Osaka, Japan) treatment was then initiated

existing primary HCC, which was considered to be the viable

as the third-line systemic therapy. The serum AFP and PIV-

portion of the tumor, in addition to PVTT progression. Ad-

KA-II levels decreased continuously from the first adminis-

ditionally, multiple lung metastases had progressed and new

tration (Fig. 4A). After the third administration, the size and

HCCs were observed in several segments, which correspond-

number of multiple lung metastases had decreased in follow-

ed to disease progression according to modified RECIST

up CT, which corresponded to partial regression according

(Fig. 3).

to modified RECIST. The AFP and PIVKA-II levels de®

Therefore, sorafenib (Nexavar , 400 mg twice daily; Bayer,

creased to 9,780 ng/mL and 87 mIU/mL, respectively. Fol-

Leverkusen, Germany) was administered as the second-line

low-up CT performed after the 18th administration of

systemic therapy. However, the patients developed grade 3

nivolumab showed that multiple pulmonary nodules had

sorafenib-induced diarrhea after treatment initiation, which

disappeared, along with the arterial enhancing HCC (Fig. 5).

persisted even dose reduction. Therefore, the sorafenib treat-

Twenty-four doses of nivolumab were administered without any side effects, including impaired liver function (Fig.

ment was terminated.
®

Nivolumab (Opdivo , 3 mg/kg after every 2 weeks; Ono
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4B-D). The last liver MRI showed no evidence of viable tu-

E

Figure 3. Progression of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), portal vein tumor thrombus (PVTT), and lung metastases in liver dynamic computed
tomography (CT) after lenvatinib therapy. Follow-up liver dynamic CT showing increase in the arterial enhancing portion of the existing primary
HCC (red arrow) and PVTT (B) compared to before lenvatinib therapy (A). Additionally, new HCCs (yellow arrows) are visible in several hepatic
segments (C-E) and multiple lung metastases show progression (yellow arrows) (F, G).
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Figure 4. Changes in α-fetoprotein (AFP) and protein induced by vitamin K absence-II (PIVKA-II) levels as well as liver function during nivolumab
therapy. Serum AFP and PIVKA-II levels decreased continuously from the first administration of nivolumab. (A-D) Preserved liver function during
nivolumab therapy.
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Figure 5. Complete disappearance of multiple lung metastases (arrows) on chest computed tomography after the 18th nivolumab treatment.
Multiple pulmonary nodules disappeared after the 18th administration of nivolumab (B, D) compared to before nivolumab therapy (A, C).
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Figure 6. Liver magnetic resonance imaging after the 24th nivolumab treatment, showing no evidence of viable tumors exhibiting arterial
enhancement in the liver and contracted expansile portal vein tumor thrombus. (A) T1-weighted image, hepatic arterial phase. (B) Portal venous
phase. (C) Delayed phase. (D) T2-weighted image. (E) Hepatobiliary phase. (F) Diﬀusion-weighted image (b=800).

mors exhibiting arterial enhancement in the liver. The ex-

the immunotherapies like ICIs provide a strong rationale for

pansile PVTT had also contracted and all multiple pulmo-

HCC treatment. Immune checkpoints normally prevent the

nary nodules had disappeared (Fig. 6). The serum AFP and

activation of uncontrolled autologous immunity by sup-

PIVKA-II levels were also maintained at normal levels.

pressing T cell activation. The overexpression of immune
checkpoint molecules by cancer cells is a critical mechanism
through which tumor cells evade immune surveillance. 11
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PD-1 is an immunosuppressive receptor expressed on acti-

the requirement for ethics approval and informed consent

vated T cells, B cells, NK cells, regulatory T cells (Tregs), my-
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eloid-derived suppressor cells, and dendritic cells. ICIs block
the inhibitory immune checkpoints and ultimately trigger an
immune response targeting tumor tissue.11,12

DISCUSSION

Multiple ongoing phase I-III clinical trials are evaluating
HCC with PVTT occurs in 44.0-62.2% of cases7 and often

ICI monotherapy for the treatment of advanced HCC.13,14

causes distant metastasis.8 The lung is the most common or-

Several clinical studies are evaluating nivolumab as mono-

gan for HCC metastasis, accounting for 51% of all extrahe-

therapy and combination therapy for advanced HCC. 15

patic metastases.9 Patients with PVTT or extrahepatic metas-

CheckMate-459, a randomized, multi-center phase III con-

tases are classified as BCLC stage C and are considered

trolled trial, evaluated nivolumab as the first-line treatment

10

potential candidates for systemic therapy.

for advanced HCC. However, nivolumab did not reach statis-

Based on the underlying feature of the cirrhotic liver;

tical significance for overall survival compared to sorafenib,

namely, an immunosuppressive environment that protects

despite exhibiting the clinical benefits of improved objective

cancer cells from being recognized by the immune system,

response rate, long-time disease control, fewer adverse
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events, and survival benefit.16 Only a subset of patients with

Ethics Statement

advanced HCC experience clinical benefits through TKIs or

The Institutional Review Board of Ajou University waived

ICIs therapy. However, several cases of CR from advanced

the requirement for ethics approval and informed consent

HCC following the administration of nivolumab have been

(IRB number: AJIRB-MED-EXP-21-379).

reported.

17-19

As nivolumab was approved as second-line

therapy after sorafenib failure in advanced HCC patients,
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Another case in a patient with decompensated cirrhosis
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Since the reported CR cases are diverse in terms of underly-
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